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To know how to be all for all: the Company of St Teresa of Jesus at New Norcia, 1904 – 1920

Massam, Katharine
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Confessions of a bibliophile monk; *Spearritt, Fr Placid*

Isidro Oriol: Colonial furniture maker and entrepreneur 1825 – 1912; *Harris, Timothy*

Mission Cottage restoration; *Campbell, Robin and Van Bremen, Ingrid*

Monk as reluctant cataloguer; *Spearritt, Fr Placid*

New Norcia’s growth: correspondence 1873 – 1878; *De Castro, Teresa*

Unpacking stories from the New Norcia photographic collection; *Haebich, Anna*
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Bishop Joseph Benedict Serra in Western Australia, 1846 – 1862, with specific reference to his roles as Coadjutor and Apostolic Administrator; *Jowle, Derek*
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Correspondence of Canon Raffaele Martelli in the New Norcia Archives, The : a first overview; *Kinder, John*

Index to New Norcia Studies Journals; *Hocking, Peter*

Piano music of Dom Stephen Moreno OSB, The : a study of the sources, chronology and context; *Curtis, Paul*

Prayer for strength, A; *O’Brien, Odhran*

William Monop and his drawings; *Reece, Robert*
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Chronicles, chroniclers and the chronicled : the Monastery Chronicle, 1901 – 1905; *Coad, Geoffrey*

First year of the monastery, The : an alternative point of view; *Gilet, Peter*

For the first time, we sing in English : the Monastery Chronicle and the diary of Fr Peter Garbayo, 1962 – 1974; *Smith, Amanda*

I’m writing simply to say that I have nothing to write about : the Martelli letters, 1854 - 1864; *Kinder, John*

Return of Bishop Brady, The : the exhumation of Perth’s first bishop; *O’Brien, Odhran*

Your very affectionate father in the Lord : the letters of Abbot Anselmo Catalan during his visit to Spain, July – August, 1933; *Mosso, Lauren*
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